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HATONN

We are now missing of “time” and
therefore we shall continue on with
our Journal subject and pick up
other fragments as we can.

terday so we are needing a bit of extra writing to not sleight you readers for the time spent in personal
community.
Some of those personal sessions are more valuable
than are the writings and perhaps
George can calculate some way in
which the tapes can be shared for
those interested in having them. I
realize it would mean duplicating
equipment, etc., but we could often
cut in half the time consumed in the
writing. Especially would this be an
effective manner in which to respond to correspondence
wherein
we could cover’great quantities of
information
in brief segments of
time. Let us ponder such a possibility and allow the chicken to hatch
from the seed of the egg. I tend to
get a bit passionate and earthy on
the tapes from time to time but perhaps our readers would not be offended by my enthusiasm. Perhaps,
even, it would give us good “excuse”
for a more regular communion
wherein we could call it “business”
instead of “cult ritual session”; let us
please give thought to desires concerning the matter.
Perhaps we
could call it “Badgering of the
Phoenix” hour. However it might
be worked out in this early period it
would have to be most impromptu
for we will give our adversaries no
quarter--and
as they know our
“schedules”, they miss no opportunity for attack. So be it for it will
unfold in properness.

We were greatly blessed with the
communion
in person of a dear,
dear friend of mine--from long past,
even in your counting on the yes-

We will now simply turn immediately to the subject and leave today’s stupidity to foment while we
continue to look into the ground-

BREAKFAST

FOR

I.B.M.

For you readers
to whom this
statement will not have meaning,
please bear with us--we have just
had an entire writing consumed by
this machinery.
It was one of the
most personal sharings of focus that
we have had and Dharma is completely distressed over its loss. We
have an emergency situation within
the unit here wherein an injury to a
son is infected and most serious indeed.
We had great difficulty in
releasing to be able to write in the
first place and then after writing
pages and pages of text, it is all lost-that too is a lesson in discipline-whoever told you life would be
without barbs and thorns? We will
not repeat the work at this time for
perhaps the Computer Genie can
find the document hidden away on
a saved file or something.
If not,
then when we find extra time available, we shall repeat of the message--FOR ALL OF YOU MUST
REALIZE THE WONDROUSLY
POSITIVE
ASPECTS
OF ALL
CIRCUMSTANCE--IF
YOU BUT
SEE THEM AND GRASP THEM.
SO BE IT.
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work which has gotten your nation
to the point of crisis. Back to the
Anti-Defamation
League
(ADL)
and branches thereof.
If the writings are a bit disjointed, please
know that you are missing very little
in content, but the diaglogues have
portions
devoured
by the machinery.
The mere human aspect
should do wonders to keep us quite
humble in the presence of the perfection of God.
WORDS

AND

IMAGES

To purvey its propaganda the ADL
has machined a special set of verbal
tools for its unique purposes, just as
did the communists,
for whom
“democracy”
means
communism
and “liquidate” means murder. The
ADL vocabulary
is designed to
make the ADL and its clients look
wonderful while making its victims
and enemies seem abhor&t.
The
process begins with the creation of
two contrasting images--0r)e of inintelligence,
nocence,
kindliness,
and tolerance, and another of absolute evil. The latter image is represented as an amalgam of disease,
neurosis, insanity, wild-eyed religious fanaticism, mindless hatred,
torture,
and mass murder, most
typically in the form of., pogroms
medieval and modern.
You have allSeen the movies, the
novels, the comics, the plays, the
“musicals”, the comedians, the welltutored teachers, and the endless
torrent
of television
programs
which create those ADL-desired
images.
12

LOVE

AND HATE

The lines are drawn as clearly as at
any Saturday-night
professional
wrestling match, where the handsome, clean-cut athlete in the white
cowboy
confronts
the
hat
grotesque, slavering mount of blubber that will attempt to annihilate
him. The crowds go wild with love
and hate of the images even before
the battle of good and evil begins,
and once it is established who deserves to be obliterated, the same
brutal cheating that draws boos
when originated
by the monster
brings screams of delight when used
by the good guy.
The ADL places itself and those it
represents in the angelic realm of
Good. Those who oppose it or displease it are consigned to the demonic kingdom of Evil. The military invasions of the Good are righteous wars of self-defense.
Everybody else’s wars are wars of aggression. The tortures and prison-murders of the Good are interrogations
and accidents.
The napalming of
civilians and endless blasting of everything in sight along with the
wiping out of entire villages are
“retaliations” and justified at the
least and “inspiring military victories” at best if carried out by the
“Good”, and deed of infamy to be
memorialized
ad naueum
if inflicted by the “Evil”, i.e. for Saddam
Hussein to glean 5% profits from
Iraqi oil is unforgivable and worthy
of destruction of all of Iraq--while
the Sabahs of Kuwait glean 100%
of the oil profits and every other
product of Kuwait and it is somehow worthy of wiping out an entire
nation to replace the “Good and
Displaced Master to his Monarch’s
Throne”--with gold faucets in place.
The masses seem to see nothing of
the imbalance even as uncovered
for the horror it is.
When the ADL spreads lies about
somebody it is “sharing information
about the true nature” of its victim.
If the lies are about an employee,
the employer is cautioned
about

“the effect on the community goodwill” of your keeping such an individual on your payroll after you
have been made aware of his “true
nature”.
A politician or businessman who is threatened with blackmail if he doesn’t fall in line is being “sensitized to Jewish concerns”.
The expression of views disliked by
the ADL is a “spewing forth of bigotry and hate”.
Such views are
“filth”, “garbage”,
“obscene”,
a
“threat to American
democracy”,
and constitute “pollution of the airwaves”.
Such views “are not legitimate fare”, and “have no place
on the log of a reputable broadcaster”.
Certain
opinions
(i.e.,
those opposed by the ADL) are not
within the constitutional protection
of freedom of speech.
ANTI-SEMITISM*
CHAMELEONS
The most favored and most devastating terms of the ADL’s arsenal
are “anti-Semitism” and its variants.
There is, of course, nothing worse
than anti-Semitism.
It is the greatest evil in the history of the world,
and it always “lurks just below the
surface
of Western
civilization
ready to burst forth in a new orgy of
horror”.
Just why it should lurk
there--or even what it is--is rarely
discussed, but all good folk must be
“ever watchful for its slightest manifestation”, and put before all else
their efforts to stuff it back under
the topsoil when it tries to break
out.
It is a “deadly virus” which
must, along with its carriers, be
dealt with like an uncontrolled outbreak of deadly typhoid.

a result of “severe emotional
lems”.

prob-

In order to make criticism of Zionism ineradicably
disreputable,
the
ADL says that anybody other than a
Zionist who uses the word “Zionist”
is really using a code-word for Jew.
Therefore any criticism of Zionism
(including Israel, of course) is irrational and obscene and demonic,
anti-Semitic.
not
to
mention
Furthermore,
any criticism of Israel
or the ADL is invariably reported
by the ADL as “an attack on Israel
(or the ADL) and on all Jews”,
even though there has been no reference
directly
or indirectly
to
Jews.
No discussion of ADL vocabulary
would be complete without mention of that word for all seasons-“canard”. A canard is a false or unfounded story, and any allegation or
report which the ALIL does not like is
simply dubbed a “canard” and thus
disposed of for all time without the
need for analysis or discussion.
It can be seen that to the ADL language is not so much a means of
communication
as a means of obfuscation, and that words are used
to mislead, to put the truth out of
focus, and to avoid confronting real
issues.
ATTEMPTS
STIFLING
FREEDOM
OF SPEECH (FOR
ALL OTHERS)
From the earliest years of its history, the ADL has revealed itself to
be a self-anointed
censor of what
should reach the public consciousness in America.
One of its main
fields of activity is the suppression
of views it does not want heard and,
as such, it is the avowed enemy of
freedom of speech.
,

Likewise vague, and purposely so,
is what constitutes
anti-Semitism.
It is a wide net that catches many
Even a Jew who says the
fish.
wrong thing (especially a Judean)-The favored method, where it is
such as Saul Joftes, for many years
feasible, is called “quarantine”.
It
an officer of the B’nai B’rith, who
simply means that a person or
said that Israel was controlling the
group subject to quarantine is never
ADL and the B’nai B’rith--is called
heard of and never heard from.
an anti-Semite.
He is also a “sick
What he says and does is not reindividual” who has deteriorated
as
.
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ported (except to the ADL) and
what he writes is not published. If
he is engaged to speak by a club or
college or broadcasting station, the
ADL sees to it that the speech
never takes place. The sponsoring
entity is subjected
to telephone
calls, threatening letters, and visits
by delegations of local ADL and
B’nai B’rith supporters.
Our colleagues are quite familiar with all
these forms of terror.
If quarantine works, then its victim
is rendered, for all practical purposes, voiceless and unable to exert
influence except in the most restricted sphere. He is not even attacked.
He is a non-person,
and
this is what they attempt to accomplish with us and our group and
since they have not accomplished
that which they intend, we can
know that the attacks will worsen.
This is WHY Truth must be placed
in the hands of you-the-people
for
there will be giving forth of “truth”
through the regular media channels--NONE!
You, therefore, feel
overwhelmed
and out-numbered.
No, there are only some 3% of the
population of “them”, but growing
like weed seeds in the tilled soil, for
they control that which reaches out
and into the masses of the populations of the nation and the world.
The concept of quarantine is quite
openly discussed in ADL circles as
an alternative to active slandering of
its enemies. The Washington “Star”
of February 10, 1%5 reported that
Herman Edelsberg, director of the
ADL’s Washington office, said that
members of the “radical right” who
could not be persuaded to change
their views to conform with the
ADL’s dogmas should be dealt with
by “keeping them in quarantine, until, from tedium, they drop out”.
Are we going to allow this to happen in our instance?
And further,
if Dharma is rendered helpless to
continue to write, will the efforts
simply die and be buried? I have to
keep her in all-but isolation to prevent total “quarantine” by the adversary.
These things have to be

looked at and properly perceived as
to intent. What you readers did or
did not do prior to the reading of
this truthful
information
is one
thing--to fail to respond in reason
and action once being informed is
quite another. You have been “told
and taught” that you are helpless
and “can’t fight city hall”. BS! How
else are you going to regain that
which is your very birthright?
“They” are terrified of you in mass
and you can know as much by the
very code-words they utilize. Can
we not coin our own “cute code
names and go for it”? How about
Phoenix Storm, or “Citizen Couldburst”
or, or?
How
about
“Constitutional
Steamroller”
or
simply “ONE NATION UNDER
TRUTH
(which
IS God)”
or
“UNITY THROUGH
THE CONSTITUTION”,
“BRICKWALL OF T$JTH”.
‘g
GAIN YOUR CONSTITUTION AND
YOUR HEAVEnLY BANNER AND
YOU NEED NO CODE NMES--NO
HIDDEN LAMPS BENEATH THE
BUSHEL.
RETURNING
UNTO
GOD A NATION UNDER A JUST
CONSTITUTION
NEEDS
NO
FOOLISH CODE NAMES ONCE
PURPOSE IS ATTAINED.
THE
ENEMYHAS
CHOSEN TO STRlKE
THINE
WLNERABLE
PARTSYOU WILL SHORE
UP YOUR
SHIELDS AND STAND STRONG
AGAINST
HIM FOR HE CAN
ONLY ‘REFLECT’ THAT KHICH
HE DISCERNS
AS -ESS
V!lTHIN
YOU-THE-PEOPLE.
SURPRISE HIM AND HE WILL BE
RENDERED HELPLESS.

“privately expose him to opinion
molders”.
Presumably one is exposed if he is called a hatemonger
and an anti-Semite in the right private quarters.
It may be, however,
that some genuine dirt can be dug
up, in which case a wider audience
is desirable:
”...publicity can be
effective where a bigot is concealing facts about himself”. (Quoted
in Joseph P. Kamp, “The Bigots Behind the Swastika Spree”, 1960.)
A member of the audience at a socalled “Rumor Clinic” presented by
Hyman Haves of the ADL’s southern California office on February 1,
1950 in Santa Ana, California, reported some of the speaker’s remarks in this manner:
“Explaining the tactics of the
League (ADL), Haves related
instances wherein ADL representatives called on editors and
radio station owners in cities
where opponents were scheduled
to speak. He told how the editors and radio station operators
were “enlightened and convinced”
to give no publicity to the speakers. He described this as the
“quarantine or silent treatment”
and said it was greatly reducing
the audiences of the enemies of
the league.
“He said boastfully that
many ADL opponents “have
been cut down” by finding some
embarrassing or unpleasant happening in their past and using it
against them. Haves said the
league found the income of one
particular enemy who paid income tar on only $11,000, to be
actually $32,000, and said the
ADL
simply gathered
the
information and turned it over to
the federal government.

NO DEBATE--AJC
An organization
that has been
closely linked to the ADL in purpose
and in fund-raising,
the
American
Jewish
Committee,
(AJC), concluded in January, 1960,
after a five-year study(36 years
ahead of you) by Dr. Andhil
Fineberg,
that
an
opponent’s
statements should not be debated
because debate would strengthen
the opponent’s ability to get attention. Those who know him should
3.
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“You ‘can call these tactics
anything you want to’, Haves
commented. You can even say
smear. We prefer to say educatgo&“’
Let me assure
12

you here

and now

that it is a brave broadcaster who
will allow George. Green on the
airwaves and this is why the subject
is usually listed as something to do
with UFO’s and adventures thereof
for “silence Green” documents have
regularly been sent to all networks
and all major talk and interview forums.
If the journalists ever see
“light” and the power they actually
have by banning
together
and
“daring” to speak out the whole
thing can be unfolded overnight but
even the “60 MINUTES” team and
Andy Rooney capitulated to the attackers.
Doesn’t it soak into the
heads of the other networks that
CNN got all the gravy, frosting and
income from this nice little staged
massacre in Iraq. 3 Patriotism?
a
IS TREASON AGAINST AMERgAJ
SILENT TREATMENT
TECHNOLOGY
A striking instance of the silent
treatment technology is found in a
letter, dated December
13, 1933,
written beneath the letterhead
of
ANTI-DEFAMATION
the
LEAGUE,
Chicago,
Illinois, by
Richard E. Gutstadt, director.. the
letter begins, “TO the Publishers of
Anglo-Jewish Periodicals”,
“Gentlemen:
Scribner & Sons have just published a book by Madison Grant
entitled The Conquest of a Continent. It is extremefy antagonistic to Jewish interests. Emphasized throughout is the
‘Nordic superiority’ theory, and
the utter negation of any ‘melting
pot’ philosophy with regard to
America.
“We are interested in stifling the
sale of this book. We believe that
this can be best accomplished by
refusing to be stampeded into
giving it publicity. Every review
of public criticism of a book of
this character brings it to the attention of many who would otherwise know nothing of it. This
results in added sales. The less

discussion there is concerning it,
the more sales resistance will be
created.
“We therefore appeal to you to
refrain from comment on this
book which will undoubtedly be
brought to your attention sooner
or later. It is our conviction that
a general compliance with this
request willsound the warning to
other publishing houses against
engaging in this type of venture.”
BRILLIANCE

OR BLUNDER

How did such a book as BY WAY
OF DECEPTION,
dealing with the
Mossad, ever become distributed?
At first it didn’t for there was not a
brave enough publisher--then
it did
find its way to print. After being already into print, never underestimate possibilities.
There was
major consternation
and then actual pushing of the book’s distribution just long enough to allow
presentation
and not long enough
to get many ongoing upset readers.
Further, the adversary utilized the
“lemon” to make
lemon-drops,
lemon pie, cake and ade. They allowed the “Mossad” to be even bigger than life and in essence said,
“..to Hell with you, we are so
powerful, clever and infiltrated that
there is nothing you had better do
to interfere!” and they have continued to prove it to you on a daily basis.
AMERICAN
CURTAIN OF
HARDENED
STEEL

comer to the field of anti-Jewish
propaganda.
As long ago as
1948 he was delivering antiSemitic lectures in the Southwest.”
Until the publication
of IRON
CURTAIN
OVER
AMERICA,
Beaty was “irritating only in a local
Now he was nationally
sense”.
known, and something had to be
done about it. (Exactly what Prof.
Beaty had said that was so objectionable
was not revealed,
of
course,
and the ADL did not
“propose to burden” the general “at
this point with our detailed analysis
of the book...“)
Not unlike either
William Cooper’s
attack against
Dharma nor that of ASSK?
The ADL’s muscle man then put on
the twist in typical heavyhanded,
oblique fashion:
“...in view of the foregoing, it
is our feeling that you may want
to consider the advisability of
some public action which can assure the American people, who
hold you in such high regard,
that you repudiate religious hatred, as we know you do, and the
use of your name by Professor
Beaty...”
The renowned Air Force general
responded, “I forcefullrresent
what
you have said or implied,” and
stated, “I do not consider that book
anti-Jewish
in any sense of the
word.” It continued:
“When the United States of
America reaches the point where
a citizen cannot read what he desires to read and to recommend
such reading to others then we
will have reached the status that
exists in Soviet Russia.. As I interpret your letter, your organization would have the people read
only what you think should be
read and recommended to othThis I resent as a free
ers.
American citizen.

In 1955 ADL National Chairman
Henry Schultz wrote on ADL stationery to Lt. Gen. George
E.
Stratemeyer,
complaining that the
distinguished general had written a
letter endorsing John 0. Beathy’s
book, IRON CURTAIN
OVER
AMERICA”, “and recommending it
to Americans in general”.
Schultz
then went on to eductate
Gen.
Stratemeyer
about
the
book’s
author:

“I do not understand what

“Professor,Beaty is no new.
4
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you mean by your statement ‘we
do not propose to burden you at
this point, etc.” Is this a veiled
threat to my free expression and
thoughts? If so, this I also resent.
“Your letter is the most outrageous communication I have
ever received in my life and I intend to give it the widestpossible
publicity, including my many
Jewish friends.
A somewhat similar incident occured in 1959, when Gen. Ulysses
S. Grant III caused an article called
“Abraham Lincoln and the Rothschilds” to be distributed to members of the Military Order of the
Loyal Legion of the United States.
Herman Edelsberg of the Washington, D.C. office of the ADL
wrote an insulting letter to Gen.
Grant on June 19, 1959, claiming
that he had lent his name “to a vile
anti-Semitic canard” and “the fabrication of a warped mind”.
(Not,
again, greatly unlike the attack of
Bob Girard against Dharma and the
Journals...incredible
ravings of an
insane mind!“) Edelberg dwelt in
an uncomplimentary
manner upon
the alleged history of the article and
its distributors,
of course, rather
than upon the factual content of the
piece, which had to do with the role
of international
bankers
in the
American Civil War. Edelsberg ordered the general to “speedily and
fully repudiate”
the publication.
Gen. Grant replied indignantly with
a defense of the historical accuracy
of the article, and pointed out that
it was only Edelsberg and the ADL
who had given it “the anti-Jewish
twist”.
“What ‘the international
bankers’ in Europe did a century
ago to help the Confederacy
cannot by any reasonable person
be considered a reflection on
many, many good Americans
who are Jews, and your effort to
make it seem so is dificult to
understand. ”

The ADL pressure continued, with
great play in the newspapers--which
tended, as is usually the case with
newspapers,
to adopt the ADL’s
language as their own and to describe the article flatly as “antiSemitic”. There was much debate
over whether
the general
had
“apologized”, but the apology was
also an ADL fantasy and the general never abandoned his guns.
As with the case of Gates in Los
Angeles and the “brutality cases”
sweeping publicity in the U.S., the
acts of the police are only a tiny,
tiny pin-point of what is REALLY
going on here. Look at reasonable
facts (and forget for a minute, one
Gates is “Chief”,
D. Gates).
HOWEVER,
Gates only carries
out the directions of the Council
who sets the directives. Therefore,
the point cannot be actually over
Gates nor the regulations
and
guidelines. So what might it be? It
is an all out attempt to get the
proper persons controlled by the
Elite into office and stir up such hatred and violence within and among
the races that the nation is totally
distracted while “they” disarm you.
Believe me, chelas, if this thing is
not “checked” it will erupt into the
biggest and most violently bloody
race war ever upon your globe.
You gain nothing by locking the
barn door after all the horses are
scattered to the winds save to disallow re-entry into the barn for
those who would not shape up their
modus operandi.
You simply can
not comprehend
the massive fog
upon your lands.
LET US LOOK AT GARY
ALLEN/NONE
DARE CALL
IT CONSPIRACY
Congressman John G. Schmitz of
California received the same kind
of treatment
in the summer of
1972, after he had written an introduction
and endorsement
to
NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY, by Gary Allen.
Mr.
Allen, like the author of Gen.
Grant’s article,
had spoken
of
.
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“international
bankers”.
Harvey
Schechter of the ADL sent a letter
to Congressman Schmitz.
“We were distressed to read
your introduction to and endorsement of “None Dare Call it
Conspiracy” by Gary Allen, and
we hereby call upon you to withdraw your endorsement and repudiate this anti-Semitic propaganda book. ”
Do any of you readers see the incredible similarity in the attacks of
ASSK refuting all association with
the Phonenix material?
Sister was
sent forth to STOP Dharma from
ever writing in behalf of the Hosts
and she failed, therefore she comes
under attack with insistence that
she discredit source of the thorns in
the ointment. Well, she can’t do it!
They could have, had they honored
their contract to publish the material as originally set forth but they
blew it through ego and now the demands are silly and foolish even
unto the undiscerning.
And what of Dharma? Brave? No,
she has had to learn to release it to
US. I do not mean to be flippant
but it is too late, the “fat is in the
fire” and the only hope of safety is
to remain in our care and shielding
for the enemy cannot stand against
,
GOD!
Further, you who were bored with
all the personal encounters
and
sharing within the public forum of
the Express, may now understand
that it is the only forum through
which to silence the silencers.
Congressman
Schmitz
published
the ADL letter along with his own
reply in the “Congressional Record”
of June 19, 1972.
He wrote to
Schechter thafschecter’s
attack on
him because of “None Dare Call it
Conspiracy” was “one of the most
remarkable
confirmations
of the
book’s thesis that I have seen”, in
that Gary Allen had stated that the
ADL was used “as an instrument to
try to convince everyone that any
12

mention of the Rothschilds or their
allies is an attack on all Jews.”
Quoting from the book, Congressman Schmitz continued:
“Any individual or book exploring the subject is immediately
attacked by hundreds of ADL
committees all over the country.
The ADL has never let truth or
logic interfere with its highly professional smear jobs. when no
evidence is apparent, the ADL,
which staunchly opposed socalled ‘McCarthyism‘, accuses
people of being ‘latent antiSemites *‘.
“There is not a word in Gary
Allen’s book which could possibly be construed by any reasonable man as an attack on any
religious faith. ”
KNOW, chelas, that there are a lot
of sleepless nights in Washington
D.C. over the Phoenix material and
“what to do about it”. This should
bring hope for all of you who feel
like your efforts are worthless and
yet it should also bring a renewed
attempt at ‘caution’ to you ones
who handle this material. You see,
the difference
in point herein IS
THAT “THEY” KNOW WHO I
AM, WITH WHOM
I COME,
WHAT I AM HERE FOR AND
ALL THOSE OTHER GOODLY
“THEY”
CANNOT
THINGS.
SIMPLY UTILIZE
THE ORDINARY
PATHWAY
TO
RID
THEMSELVES
OF ONE, HATONN, NOR SANANDA,
GERMAIN, MICHAEL,
ATON, ETC.
WE SIT LIKE THE
DEATHKNELL UPON THEIR HEADS.
THEY DARE NOT ACTUALLY
KILL DHARMA OR MY CREW
FOR THEY KNOW RESPONSE
WILL BE INSTANT.
THEY
LEARNED
THAT BY HAVING
“KILLED” HER AND WE SIMPLY
RENEWED
HER
AND
SENT HER BACK AND SO IT IS
LIKE THE “BOY BEHIND THE
BARN”--“0
DOD,
0
DOD,
WHAT I DO NOW?”
SO, YOU

ARE GOING THROUGH
THE
“SILENT” PHASE, THE NAME
CALLING AND DENOUNCING
AS
ANTI-SEMITIC,
INSANE
AND BURDENED
WITH SUCH
HORRENDOUS
LEGAL
AND
EMOTIONAL
MATIERS
AS TO
BRING THEM DOWN.
WELL,
BROTHERS,
WITH
GOD TO
SUSTAIN
THE
FAITHFUL,
THEY
CANNOT
BRING
HER
DOWN!! AT ANY RATE, THEY
HAVE NO WAY ON EARTH TO
BRING ME DOWN.
THEREFORE, I CAN AFFORD TO BE A
BIT MORE CHARITABLE
AND
PATIENT
THAN
THEY,
AS
CAN--OBVIOUSLY--YOU!
SMILE, FOR YOU ARE WINNING!
Among its other efforts on behalf
of American democracy, the ADL
attempted to get the Federal Communications
Commission
to prevent telephone
companies
from
permitting the purveyors of certain
ideas from using their recorded
message services.
The group the
ADL had specifically in mind had
denounced
the Peace Corps and
(according to the ADL) called up
“lurid visions of a ‘communist conspiracy’ lurking behind” various
groups, including (surprise now!!)
the ADL. (Washington “Post”,Sept.
9, l%S.)
A few years later the
Supreme Court eventually thwarted
a prolonged ADL effort to make
the FCC take away the license of a
radio station which had broadcast
an “appeal to prejudice”. The ADL
had refused a proferred
opportunity to broadcast a reply:
‘IA reply, said attorneys for
the Jewish service organization,
only focuses more attention upon
a racial or religious slur, lending
it more dignity.”
THE
SAME
POLICY
IS NO
DOUBT USEFUL IF ONE JUST
CAN’T THINK OF A GOOD ANSWER.
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BANNING

900 NUMBERS

Now “why” and “who” do you suppose is behind first the availability
of obscene material and sexually explicit 900 phone numbers?
Then
who do you think continues to advertise them through the controversy and the media? Ah so, perhaps you will yet get your graduation diploma. And next, who keeps
it stirring until you-the-public
shut
down any service of such manner
which serves for daily prayer, updates on the Constitution,
etc.?
You-the-people
walk gently and
demandingly
right into the traps
and thumb your nose at your brothers while your neck is broken.
YOU put the bars on your own
windows--literally!
You allow the
treasonists and criminals to go further in controlling you while you
apply the prison bars to your own
doors and windows--worse, you allow ones like the beaten blackman
and the beaten children to be your
cause to incarcerate your populace.
INCIDENTS
ARE
THOSE
STRUCTURED
TO
ACCOMPLISH
SOMETHING
AND IT
ISN’T TO SIMPLY BEAT UP ON
A BLACK MAN BECAUSE IT IS
A WEEK-NIGHT--THE
INTENT
IS SO DEEP AND SO HIGH
“MOUNTAIN”
THE
THAT
STOPS
YOU
FROM
SEEING
THE FACTS WHICH LAY OPEN
BEFORE YOU.
What is the worst thing in writing
for Hatonn? The having to see and
Dharma screams out in
know!
protest, “...no, I do not want to
know.” I have pain right along with
her and all of you--but it must be
so; the medicine must be taken if
the cure is to be achieved.
IS IT
TRULY EASIER IN THE LONG
RUN, TO HIDE BEHIND THE
YELLOW
RIBBONS
OR THE
YELLOW’FLOWERS
OF A FUIS IT
NERAL
BOUQUET?
TRULY
EASIER
TO DRAPE
THE SCREENS
OF VISION IN
YELLOW
SHROUDS
DIPPED
IN THE LIFE-BLOOD
OF AN
ENTIRE PLANET AND A DY12

ING SPECIES OF CREATOR’S
GREATEST
PERFECTION
OF
CREATION?
WHO DO YOU
REALLY
FOOL,
AMERICA?
WORLD?
TO SET THIS THING
TO
RIGHT
IT
REQUIRES
THOSE OF &LJ NATIONS TO
STAND
TALL
AND
CAST
ASIDE THE SILLY DISGUISES
GIVEN YOU TO HIDE BEHIND.
IT
REQUIRES
THAT
YOU
STAND
FOR
THAT
WHICH
THAT
FLAG
STANDS
FOR!
WAVING IT AND SCREAMING
FOR WAR ARE MUTUALLY
EXCLUSIVE
FOR THE FLAG
CAN ONLY STAND AS TALL AS
THE HOLDER WITHIN WHICH
IT IS PLACED.
IF THE
HOLDER
IS CRUSHED,
THE
BANNER WILL FALL AND BE
TRAMPLED.
YOUR
FLAGHOLDER
IS SMASHED
INTO
DUST.
Let us please have a break for we
have been at this since daylight
without break and it is now midday. I am sorry for the lost documents but it is only a perturbation
of no consequence
for that which
they remove, we shall simply replace. Annoying and frustrating but
of no consequence
for God does
not become unbalanced. Salu.
Hatonn
to
stand-by
please.
Dharma, please chela, we need to
write again this day for we have
much to cover beyond this subject
material.
I will allow you time off
to do thine other tasks on the morrow, if pressures are a bit lessened.
If we write more this day it allows
more freedom
on the morrow.
Thank you.
3/27/91

HATONN

ADL/LIBERTY
LOBBY1
POLITICS
The campaigns against anyone who
speaks out against the ADL and any
other Zionist lobby organization is
immediately
targeted for destruction.

It is well
known
now
that
LaRouche
was
set-up
and
“railroaded” into prison to silence
his organization.
He was telling
truth on his programs as he ran for
President.
The organization of adversaries to your free governmental
system didn’t stop with LaRouche
but managed to get young people in
the organization
sent away to
prison, one for some 86 years and
another for over half a century--do
you realize, America, that these are
‘life” setiences? What for? Well, it
is now come forth that it was a financed job of bribery of the judicial
system--however,
the people are
still incarcerated.
THE ADL ADMITS TO THE CHARGES AND
STILL THE PEOPLE
ARE INCARCERATED--YOU
SEE THE
PRESIDENT
OF THE U.S. IS
ELECTED LONG BEFORE ANY
MENTION
OF AN ELECTION
CAMPAIGN
OR
ELECTION
DAY.
IT WAS
DECIDED
YEARS AGO THAT IT WOULD
BE
GEORGE
BUSH
WHO
WOULD
TEND
THIS
“NEW
WORLD ORDER” DEADLINE.
Probably the most intense campaign waged by the ADL as of 1981
was to discredit and shut down the
Liberty Lobby and “This is Liberty
Lobby” radio program. The ADL’s
enmity to Liberty Lobby stemmed
originally from its general enmity to
all nationalist, “rightist” elements in
America. In other words, anything
that represented
the United States
as a sovereign nation under God,
Liberty and the Constitution.
The
ever-increasing
importance
of Israel in the ADL program, running
up against Liberty Lobby’s outspoken advocacy of United States neutrality in the Middle East, as elsewhere
abroad,
precipitated
the
the
ADL
“counteraction”,
as
instigators euphemistically called it.
You see, they could not deny the
integration and while they worked
to shut down freedoms for Americans,
they
launched
a
“counteraction”
campaign
which
stood up in court at every turn. It
was incredible and confusing even a
I
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decade ago.
The entire matter is thoroughly
documented
by materials, such as
internal ADL letters and memoranda, uncovered during a subsequent lawsuit brought by Liberty
Lobby. The whole effort was carefully planned, organized, and coordinated
at the ADL’s national
headquarters
in New York.
Inquiries by Israeli officials in the
United States played an important,
and perhaps the leading role, in
getting the counteraction underway.
Not surprisingly, some of the Israeli-ADL
correspondence
is
missing from the materials
the
ADL was forced to produce during
the Liberty Lobby lawsuit, and the
one letter that got through was reproduced so poorly that most of it
is illegible.
It is from the ADL,
Boston, to the Israeli Consulate in
Boston, and is dated December 24,
1973. The letter begins: “I appreciate your calling my attention to
the Liberty Lobby broadcast
on
(and the station call-letters were
blotted out), Boston”.
The letter
continues for two more paragraphs,
almost entirely illegible, beginning
with the words, “I believe that you
are aware of the fact that Liberty
Lobby is....” The words “editorial”
and “bumper stickers” appear, giving clues of the general trend of the
discussion.
Copies of tk letter
were sent to at least eight individuals, most or all of them ADL professional staff.
FORM

LETTERS

It was then very shortly that radio
stations began receiving phone calls
and letters of complaint from local
people, most of whom (the radio
station personnel
reported)
had
apparently never heard the Liberty
Lobby program.
The letters were
almost always ‘parrot renditions of
language from ADL “kits” mailed
out from New York to regional offices.
Packets of “information” about Liberty Lobby were sent to radio sta& 12
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tions, and there was an attempt to
create the impression
that numerous
spontaneous
complaints
were being received about the program by the ADL offices. Advertisers susceptible to ADL and B’nai
B’rith influence threatened to withdraw their business from stations
which would not cancel the Liberty
Lobby broadcasts.
Meanwhile, as is easily proved by a
review of the scripts that were used,
there was nothing even remotely
“anti-Semitic”
or similarly objectional in the “This Is Liberty Lobby”
broadcasts, although there were occasionally comments on Israel. In a
letter of December
3, 1973, the
chairman of a western broadcasting
company wrote to Sheldon Steinhauser of ADL’s Denver office referring to complaints
about the
Libery Lobby program:
“I must, however, in all
candor say that upon listening to these programs I have
never heard anything which
could be classified as an attack upon the Jewish faith or
our citizens of that national
origin.
“It is a rather abrasive
attack upon foreign policy in
the Near East. It is not, in
my opinion, at all different
from any other highly controversial opinion, hence we
have no intention of censoring it.”

that an entire radio broadcast was
“bought” and pre-arranged
just to
discredit the Journals and the lies
were so blatant that any fool could
see through them, i.e. “50 pages
copied from my work” said one who
organized the opposition, and there
were only 26 pages in his entire
writing!!
I tell you who think we
are not accomplishing anything with
our endless, and seemingly non-impacting work--WE
ARE!
WE
HAVE
THE
ADVERSARY
SCARED STIFF AND LASHING
OUT AT SHADOWS, BECAUSE
THEY REALIZE THAT IF THE
PEOPLE WAKE UP, SO WILL
THE
MORE
DARING
BROADCASTERS--EVEN
IF
NEW STATIONS
MUST OPEN
UNDERGROUND,
AND
THE
DAY THEY MUST RESORT TO
DOING
THAT
THE
WORLD
WILL SEE WHAT HAS BEEN
BROUGHT AGAINST YOU THE
PEOPLE.
THIS IS WHY THEY
WANT CONTROL AND LEGAL
CHANGE
OF YOUR CONSTITUTION--SO
THAT YOU WILL
NOT HAVE rRECOURSE
EVEN
IF YOU DO SEE WHAT IS GOING ON ABOUT YOU.
IT IS
DEADLINE TIME, AMERIC-4!
On January 16, 1975, an attorney
from the Washington,
D.C. law
firm of Koteen
& Burt, representing
station
WVOX,
New
Rochelle, New York, wrote to one
Donald Flamm, who passed the letter on to the ADL.
QUOTE:

I’m sorry, brothers, this should absolutely scare the living daylights
out of you--look again--this was in
1973 and it was already in full-blast
operation for take-over.
COURAGEOUS
BROADCASTER
There have been a few courageous
speakers along the way but one by
one they fall and/or are silenced or
caused to recant anything spoken
against this horrendous
movement
for World Control.
I remind you

Particularly over the course
of the last year or so, a great deal
of pressure has been brought to
bear upon WVOX... by various
people and organizations in an
attempt to force it to drop
“Liberty Lobby.“...During the
course of various inquiries about
thisprogram, I have reviewed numerous scripts to determine,
among other things, whether it is
being used as a vehicle for attacking various people and
groups and whether, therefore,
-8
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various requirements of the Federal Communications Commission’s Fairness Doctrine come
into play. In no instance that
has come to my attention have I
found anything which is even supery?ciallyanti-Semitic.
The attorney went on to say that a
New York “Times” reporter
who
had done a story on the program
had found nothing anti-Semitic in
it, and that the station president,
Bill O’Shaughnessy,
“has become
satisfied that those who actually
bother to listen to the program
have not found it to be antiSemitic.”
The lawyer stated that
the American Civil Liberties Union
believed that attempts to remove
the program from the air “represent
a classic example of attempts to
suppress freedom of speech”.
All broadcasters were not as courageous as O’Shaughnessy,
who refused to buckle even though he was
favored with menacing letters from
ADL
general
counsel
Arnold
Forster personally.
According to
an ADL memorandum,
Howard
Warshaw, president
of Universal
Broadcasting Company, New York,
after having met with ADL staff
and having been warned by them
that “This Is Liberty Lobby” was
“anti-Semitic”, ordered the general
manager of WTHE (Mineola, Long
Island) to listen to all Liberty Lobby
programs in advance and to discuss
any “questionable”
material with
If any tape contained “the
him.
kind of anti-Semitic material contained in the specimens
we reviewed” (i.e. criticisms of Israel and
of potential U.S. involvement in a
Middle East war) they would be
pre-empted, or an older tape played.
The memo, from Mel Cooperman
to Harry Rosenkranz,
January 10,
1974, concluded:
“By the way, WTHE has carried, and will continue to carry,
every ADL ‘Report from Israel”
program we send them, as they
have for six years. ”
12

On April 23,1974, the ADL’s Monroe Schlactus
wrote
to ADL’s
“director of domestic fact-finding”,
Irwin Suall, that he had been told
that Howard Warshaw of Long Island “has begun to be most cooperative in killing the tapes even before we express concern.”
It happened that Warshaw also owned
station KUXL in Schlactus’ Minnesota territory:
“I would imagine that
through Mel’s contact with Warshaw, we may be able to preview
all the Liberty Lobby tapes before their airing.”
A memorandum from Isadore Zack
to Herman Brown, with copies to
various ADL higher-ups, spread the
following good news:
“I understand from Sherm
Keller of WRIT-Boston that his
boss, Ken Carter, plans to audition the Liberty Lobby tapes
before putting them on the air
and will not use any program
that mentions Israel in a
derogatory way. I am alerting
our monitors to check this out.”
LIBERTY

LOBBY

COMEBACK

The massive ADL “counteraction”
(fully documented
in official documents
procured
through
legal
process) did result by 1975 in the
loss of many stations and the cancelation by the Mutual Network of
its contract with Liberty Lobby to
carry the program.
This reduced
the total number of stations to 106.
However,
in spite of continuing
ADL pressure the program continued to be carried on many stations,
most of them as a free public service. The program’s point of view
remained identical to what it was in
1975, which should say something
about the increased public acceptance of a pro-American
outlook.
You can do it if you stick with it.
But don’t be complacent about it
for you will find it has not gone all
that well as time progressed.
Today, however, you still have “Radio

Free America” which is presented
by about the same group but called
by different labels. It is supported
by Spotlight and it should be stated
herein that an all-out attempt was
and is still underway to silence
Spotlight. For instance, I remind
you that it is confiscated from all
mailings to overseas troops--at least
in the Korean sector.
In Saudi
Arabia ones coming into ability to
get their hands on the Phoenix
Journals
and/or
Expresses--hide
them and pass them underground
for they are taken by higher command if found on any soldier.
Freedom of speech for those sons
you sent to WAR for the Monarch
of Kuwait? You actually sent them
to war to make sure there will be a
“New World Order” whereby you
will have a world government which
will literally enslave your population, kill them off through various
means, and then they come home
to be a police force which insures
the orders are followed.
ADVERTISERS

THREATENED

This is typical even in this small
village where the publisher
ran
some of the Expresses--paid
for as
advertising for the local paper refused to even run letters from anybody associated with the Journals.
So, the Expresses were devoured by
the readers who came into possession of the free advertising
tabloid. You see, EVERYTHING
in the paper is advertising,
etc.
People called the printer in secret
to acclaim his good work but some
of the advertisers threatened to quit
advertising in the paper and some
actually withdrew their ads--and all
we were talking about was God. It
is a frightening world down there,
brothers.
People even stated that
they were afraid to speak out as
supporters
of the material--they
said they knew it was truth but they
were “...afraid of the Christian
community” and the politicians.
I
fear, rightfully so, as one poisonpen letter threatened to “kill everyone involved and said the ‘Christian
community’
would be contacting
‘9
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Then one letter
America West”.
said to “feel terror every time you
turn on your ignition because we
are going to get you!” How do you
think our people feel every time
they turn on their car ignition?
Brethren--please
support
these
daring publishers for it is a daily
wonderment
to simply be alive in
the morning.
In Liberty Lobby’s files there is also
documentary
evidence
that ADL
agents have contacted advertisers in
order to prevent them from placing
ads in the Liberty Lobby publications and/or Spotlight. These are
REAL threats which are carried
out if capitulation is not forthcoming. If the paper does not capitulate, then the authors of articles
have sudden heart attacks, etc.
These ones don’t usually have a
Hatonn and/or Sananda, Aton or
Grandfather
to get the heart going
again.
Some who now recognize
our presence are asking protection
and surviving the attacks--pray for
them. The ADL goes even farther-they seek out “contributors”
to
Liberty Lobby and pay visits to their
homes
and
even
advertising
“agencies” are “put on the griddle”.
“For the record, I have received information that there is
an advertising agency in Los Angeles which is handling the placing of Liberty Lobby5 radio program on radio stations nationally...I have asked Harvey
Schechter to undertake an invesagency.”
tigation
of
this
(Memorandum
from Irwin Suall
(director
of
ADL’s
“Domestic Fact-finding Department”) to Justin Finger, February 14,1974.)
“Talent” is not immune from persecution, either: The same Harvey
Schechter Cof the ADL’s Los Angeles regional office) who was to
investigate
Liberty
Lobby’s
advertising agency was also hot on the
trail of the famous announcer who
introduced
Liberty Lobby’s radio
Schechter
wrote
to
programs;
12

Maxwell
1974:

Greenberg

on

July

30,

“I for one, am distressed at
the fact that Liberty Lobby
broadcasts begin with an opening
comment by Hany vonZell....In
view of hb key position with
Home Savings and Loan and the
gutter anti-Semitism of the Liberty Lobby. I would like to suggest that a letterfrom you to him
about this might further stimulate him to take action to deny
Liberty Lobby the use of his
voice. ”
In an unrelated incident, a radio
announcer named Allan E. Augustine was fired by WOKY, Milwaukee, after the ADL complained that
Augustine had acted irresponsibly
in interviewing two Nazis on his
talk show.
I think most of you know about the
incident and the “firing” of Bill
Jenkins from ABC. Bill was known
as “Mr. Talk Radio” and had some
very interesting people on his show
who knew facts and stated them
and had new information on technology and shared it--Bill was destined to be taken out and he now
has problems of many sorts including lack of position.
UNION

SAVES

PILOT’S

JOB

A final example of the ADL’s tactics shows them at their most vile.
On April 3, 1978, Irwin Suall wrote
to the management of Trans World
Airlines (TWA):
“I’m writingat the suggestion
of Arnold Forster, who happens
to be abroad at present, concerning Mr.--, a TKA pilot who
has managed to antagonize a
large number of people in New
Jersey.
The letter went on to accuse the
TWA pilot of writing letters-to-theeditor which were critical of “Jews,
Zionism and Israel”. (In actual fact,
the pilot had never critized Jews.

He had, however, gone so far as to
put an ad in a newspaper in which
he placed, according to Suall, “the
blame for the deaths in the March
11th PLO raid on the Israelis”.)
“It so happens that a number of people apparently know
that --- is a WA pilot... ---‘s
propaganda activities are apparently linked in their minds with
WA.
“Mr. Forster felt that you
would want to be informed about
this matter and asked me, just
before he left, to share the information withyou and to convey to
you his most cordial regards. I
would be pleased to hear from
you. ”
The labor union and the Railroad
Labor Act was the ONLY reason
he was not fired on the spot. Most
of the time the people are dismissed and it is never made public
for there is NO FORUM FOR A
HEARING.
Dharma and Oberli
have lost everything over this insulting situation but have gained
tremendously
in knowledge
and
management.
They have nothing
and no “jobs” so they can’t be
threatened
in that area of life. I
will tell you readers this much, this
whole
bunch
associated
with
Phoenix Journals is a real nasty
enigma for our adversaries.
Every
effort to discount the material and
run the publisher out of funds for
publishing are instigated and still
you people keep on keeping on
Funds are
with your support.
promised and then under threat are
cancelled; property somehow “does
not find a buyer” and so on. Well,
chelas, God sends back that which
is given into his work and so shall it
be again for you-the-people
will see
and line up along side and behind
these ones and the sheer numbers
will overcome the evil anti-Christ.
REPRESENTS
A FOREIGN
NATION
This thousand-legged
“3
.
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beast with ten
Vol.
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heads and ten horns who bears the
markings of the “beast” and who has
gained control over America is in
direct and undisputed, nor denied,
service totally unto the artificial nation of Israel. The welfare of Israel
is put above all else, certainly including the United States. Visits to
the United States by Israeli generals and politicians are given frontpage coverage in such reverential
tones as are reserved by Catholic
papers for visits of the Pope of
Rome. The pronouncements
of Israeli leaders are published with
obligatos of adulation--except
for a
couple of times when Prime Minister Menachem Begin went so far
in his cheerleading
for Jewish influence in the U.S., and in his open
calls for the Jewish lobby to get
what Israel wanted, that the ADL
feared people would realize that he
was proving what the “anti-Semites”
had been saying all along.
The
Judeans aho began to speak out when
it was made public that money paid to
and through the U.S. to Regin personally was ending up in massive bank
accounts of incredible size--in the U.S.
The ADL tries to put the best appearance on everything Israel does
and if you can’t see that maneuver
in this Middle East fiasco then you
are too blind to be helped.
The
same goes for other countries: The
Soviet Union was enormously popular with Zionists until it appeared
to interfere with emigration of Soviet Jews to Israel--the whole thing
being a publicity move to garner
support and distraction from facts-THE ZIONISTS ARE SOVIETS-THE KHAZARS ARE MONGOL,
RUSSIAN AND NORDIC--IN NO
WHATSORELATIONSHIP
EVER TO JUDEANS
OR MIDDLE EASTERN ARABS. This is
why it is so hard to understand why
you-the-people
absorb the lies like
a sponge in dater.
As the facade grew out of proportion, the show began for the rest of
the world and you-the-people.
The
U.S. was asked to “ice” its detente
with the Soviets and prune its for#ll&
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eign policy accordingly--also it was
expected to increase immigration
into the U.S. of Soviet Jews. The
most glaring example of distortion
of American policy for Israel’s benefit a decade ago appeared in the
costly hostility of the U.S. toward
the Arab countries--a policy totally
opposed to America’s true interests
and then existed entirely because of
Israel’s long-lasting war with its
neighbors.
I do not josh with you readers, the
Israeli Air Force was the most active participant in the Iraq raids,
being given flight security and an
open route to and from Israel
through Syrian corridors. Now this
is FACT! I fail to understand how
a nation
can continue
waving
shredded yellow ribbons, send billions of dollars of your life work,
send your children away to war and
indefinite absence and continue to
defend this beast that is eating you
alive.
THE
FOLLOWING
TOWNS WERE BOMBED AND
DESOME
COMPLETELY
STROYED
BY THE ISBAELIS:
Ubaila, Rutbah, Birar Rab, Abar
Al-Jidd,
Chayia,
Muhainir,
Mukhayb and Bir Al-Habbariyeh.
Among the larger towns nearer to
Baghdad also all but destroyed were
al-Hasan, al-Fathah, Baydi, Tikrit
(Saddam’s home) and ad-Dowr.
Although
other nations are reporting openly, the participation
and factual evidence of the Israeli
participation
and actual documentation of the raids on these particular places, you have yet to have admission that the Israelis were doing
anything except suffering terrible
distress and destruction
(costing
you billions more in dollars for
their suffering) and being so patient
in non-retaliation as to be sickening
for the truth-knowers who were not
laughing themselves
silly at you
Americans.
Dharma puts it very nicely, I believe, when she cries out to God-“WHY DO YOU CARE?“, “WHY
DO WE CONTINUE FOR IT IS
SO HOPELESS”--we
continue be-

cause God has promised to bring
Truth to his people and then, what
they do with it is up to them.
It has been a very long day of work
and I suggest we leave this for digestion at this point for this day.
Thank you for your attention.
Hatonn
3/28/91

TODAY,

JIATONN

MARCH

28. 1991

May we be given into insight and
understanding that we might move
as brothers within a brotherhood of
LIFE so that our directions shall be
seen and our actions have no intent
other than as service unto God and
our fellow-creations.
Hatonn.
As we meet this morning I am filled
to overflow with the barrage of
First we
anger and helplessness.
confront the anger and make sure
we convert it into positive construction and never into destruction
against any creation--be
he perceived friend or foe. The only difference in “friend” or “foe” is attitude and perception.
I give unto
Creator
grateful
thanks
and
appreciation
that He has allowed
me to discern enemy from true
friend for my journey has been
gifted abundantly by both--for they
are but reflections of various stages
of self-growth. Be ever thankful as
you look into the world as a mirror
that you finally begin to SEE. For
the world stage is but a reflection of
self and as you can recognize that
which is incorrect and negative--you
can cast aside that aspect of “self’
and move ever nearer to perfection.
I am ever grateful to those who give
reflections which allow my passage
ever higher into understanding.
Savor the moment of realization
but do not “wallow” in it lest ye miss
of the next opportunity for advantage in the game.
Helpless?
Oh no, remember that
we are growing into perfection and
our adversaries are growing ever
‘11
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more shackled by the
pects of evil and, by
pletely blinded to Truth
they will blunder more
blunder less.

physical asbeing comas “reality”,
and we shall

-FOOD
You who have compassion are astounded and bewildered
by that
which took place around the food
boxes in Iraq. The Americans were
allowed only to hand out food unto
the women and children, whilst the
men had to stand at gunpoint and
have their belly’s cramped.
Then
the Saudis brought in food and
threw it to the people as if they
were swine in the pens and pandeensued.
monium
and
mayhem
What cause did the Americans give
you for starving the men?
“To
cause Iraq to meet its responsibility
No, you want the
to its people!”
Iraqis to rise up and have more riots and murder and unrest--you
have no intention of rebuilding but
rather in further destruction
and
your government has sent your sensitive children forth to do the dirty
and heinous work while they pull
strings from the golf courses and
I warn you again,
jogging trails.
there is no emotional compassion
left in your highest courts of govIf ones come
ernment--NONE!
forth in objection to that which is
going on, they are removed one way
or another.
Then you now see the REAL controversy
arise over your commanding General who THOUGHT
he was “doing a mission” only to
find that the game was already laid
forth, plans made prior to the war
as to how it would go and allowing
the Israelis to do their heinous
work in security and secret; and
brothers, this could give forth a lot
of information of truth if they don’t
quickly shut*Swarzkopfs
mouth. It
is already set up, you will note--as
the lips now spout “...early retirement (by early summer) for this
fine General”.
Keep your wits
sharp and you will be on the cutting
edge of truth as it uncovers itself.
#ll&
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The administration is caught in the
tangle of their own deceit.
They
dare not keep your soldiers in the
field too long for the troops are
seeing
the
outrageous
contradictions of that which they were
told and that which IS. Then, once
uncovered
in the disgrace upon
America, they are not dared to be
allowed
home
without
further
brainwashing for they will tell the
truth to America. So, the confusion
and encounter
must be continued
with the men in ignorance as can be
sustained and get a lot more killed,
especially the ones who see and
speak out.
There will come the
hour when it is blatantly obvious
that Saddam Hussein has nothing
to do with that which is taking
place.
Meanwhile, what is going on in the
Soviet Union?
The laws are coming down hard against the people-and yes, you have your nose in this,
also. And I ask you--how would
you feel if the Soviets stuck their
noses into your nation’s elections
and gatherings ? Well, you won’t do
much more than have “lips” suggest
softly that the Soviets not be too
hard on the assembly of people in
this election coming up. Why? Because if this goes the wrong direction, little brothers, you can count
the days to your demise.
At any
rate, the Soviets can annihilate you
nice Americans and will do so, if
you act in foolishness.
What of Sudan?
Oh, you didn’t
hear about Sudan?
Because the
Sudanese goverment
objected
to
the aggression of you-the-Americans, all relief supplies and personnel were removed from Sudan
while thousands starve. Now, Sudan was coerced into sending token
troops into Saudi Arabia to keep up
this incredible “front” and so you
nice compassionate
people are going to, if you can work it out, send a
bit of relief--IF, Sudan meets the
requirements
of the New World
Order and the World Bank. THIS
IS DEMOCRACY
at work, brothers--democracy, you see, is rule by

the majority--of votes of those in
control. So by majority of the Elite-thousands upon thousands are sentenced
to death
by slow and
bloated, thirsty torture until dead.
Anti-Semitic?
No, not by the
slightest
chance
for I AM A
SEMITE
(Shemite).
Remember
the terminology and definitions?
I
come from the tribes of Judea and
the lineage of Shem from right off
Pleiades and that, for now, is far
enough back to give you an idea of
my political views.
The contradiction comes from the ursurpation
of everything truthful in your history and twisting it into opposition-that IS THE MARK of the AntiChrist, beloved ones. THAT IS the
clue they wear for all to see and because it is so obvious, you all miss
of it.
One last tid-bit of confusion to note
before we return to our subject of
the
“KHAZARS”
and
“KHAZARIANS”
who have taken
on labels to deceive the world.
What of this new tact of SUPPORTING
SADDAM HUSSEIN
IN
HIS
MILITARY
ADVENTURES
TO QUIET IRAQ??
SURPRISED??
Harken up! It will
hit your news in flabby ways, so let
me tell you that for which to look.
Orders from “Lips” have come forth
to not shoot down any more of Saddam’s planes but to assist him in his
attempts to bring the nation into
control. Then “Lips” says, “We believe that after all is settled down
again, the Iraqis will take him out
anyway.”

now you
are
back
to SUPPORTING
HIM, in order to not
lose the nation to fighting factions
who might just rise up against you
now that they know what has happened REALLY--so
that you can
assassinate
the man?
Ella, ella
(come, come) America! !-LET US CHANGE OUR
LAPPROACH
AND SEE
HOW TO PLAY THE
ADVERSARY’S
GAME
This will nicely get us off the hook
and if I, Hatonn, blunder and “slip”-you catch me and change the word
if I err. Henceforth and hopefully,
forevermore--we
do what “they” do-we change the names to protect
the innocent and label the obscene.
“Jews” is OUT. All “Jews” by their
definition will henceforth be called
who they are--“Khazarians”
and/or
Judeans.
“Israel” will be referred to by the
name of Khazar!” Now, take note
Since the
of this little twist.
“Semites” (as in “anti-Semite”) are
actually the children of Holy God
from Judea and the lineage of
Shem--then
you will note by the
“Khazarians” shouting “anti-Semite”
in accusations against you of “israel
(chosen
of God--people,
not a
‘place’)” what do you have in conWhen you are shouted
clusion?
accused
of being antidown,
ACTUALLY
Semitic--you
are
KNOWN TO BE AGAINST THE
HOLD IT IN
ANTI-CHRIST!
YOUR
HEART
AND SEE IF
YOU DON’T FEEL A BIT BETTER THE NEXT TIME SOMEONE ACCUSES YOU OF BEING
ANTI-SEMITIC.
It has nothing to
do with the Judean race.

First you tell him to invade Kuwait
and foot the bill for his military
buildup. Then you cover and assist
Israel in bombing into oblivion two
million or so Iraqis. You assist in
allowing the Israelis to raze cities
It is harder to take right now for
and holy sites in the name of
you
are so ‘brainwashed that you
“human rights” and restoration
of
cannot longer see the stain from
monarch
to
a
an
obscene
the rest of the garment. Your govTHRONE
with pink palace and
ernment is totally intimidated and
gold bathroom furtures attached to
controlled
thusly
marble tubs and gold plated bidets
bY
“SOCIALISTIC
ONE
WORLD
for his 70 wives. Then you all but
CALLED
CONTROLLERS
wipe out a nation to “get” Hussein-.
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KHAZARS”!
Stop honoring those
bastards of LIFE, deceivers and deviates by calling them “Jews”. They
stole the religion, they stole the
name and they have taken your
world. They are a mixture of Mongol, Russian (Gog and Magog) and
They have absolutely no
Nordic.
connection
whatsoever
to
the
Judeans nor the Judean religion.
They announced themselves “Jews”,
wrote their own religion in opposition to the Judean laws in the Prothemselves
tocols,
announced
Zionists and began to take your
world while killing you with YOUR
OWN COMPASSION
AND DECENCY.
THE ABOVE INFORMATION
IS
AS IMPORTANT
A PIECE OF
INFORMATION
AS YOU WILL
EVER RECEIVE
SO PLEASE
STUDY
IT WELL AND ACT
ACCORDINGLY--STOP
PLAYING
INTO
THE
BASTARD
THIEF’S HANDS.
HE IS A
WHORE
WHO HAS PULLED
YOUR PLANET INTO THE DIRECT
EVIL
PATH
OF
DESTRUCTION
AND
WILL
CAUSE YOU TO DO IT UNTO
SELVES.
DO YOU FEEL BETTER NOW,
KNOWING THAT YOU AREN’T
WHAT YOU THOUGHT
YOU
WERE--OR
AT THE LEAST, I
AND MY WRITER
ARE NOT
THAT
WHICH
YOU
HAVE
“ACCUSED” US? WE ARE NOT
ANTI
ANYTHING
EXCEPT
ANTI-EVIL.
I WELCOME ANY
MAN
WHO
UNDERSTANDS
THIS MESSAGE AND RECOGNIZES
THAT
HE, HIMSELF,
HAS ASSISTED AND PAID FOR,
THE DESTRUCTION
OF HIS
OWN JUDEAN HERITAGE.
I
SHALL REJOICE AT YOUR RETURN INTO SANITY.
And so, Dharma,
ject at hand:

back to the sub-

KHAZAR (STOLEN NATION)
THE ONLY ISSUE
There is ONE and only One issue
as far as the ADL is concerned-Khazaria. If Khazaria tries to sink a
ship of the United States Navy,
called the “USS Liberty”, and murders 34 Americans in the process,
the ADL prides itself on covering
up the facts and explaining them
away, while on the other hand anybody who ever killed a Khazarian
(even though his country is at war
with Khazar) is a despicable terrorist and a bloodthirsty
outlaw.
A
careful distinction is made between
those who are able to kill large
numbers of civilians from airplanes
(American
supplied and painted
aircraft) and those who can afford
only to kill smaller numbers on
foot.
The ADL never tires of telling you,
and having told you, that because
the population
of the Khazarian
state (in Palestine) is made up of an
exceptional
people
unceasingly
persecuted
due
to some
ineradicable flaw in all non-Khazars,
the Khazarians are exempt from
the rules of human behavior and
have a special license to steal other
people’s real estate, to kidnap anywhere in the world, to torture, to
kill, to lie, to falsely accuse, and to
interfere at will in the politics and
social development
of other countries.

the speed with which he had been
able to assemble on the Capitol
steps a display of American congressmen and senators in support
of an “Israelill (Khazarian) government demand.
Don’t you feel so much better
speaking and reading “TRUTH”
THAN THE LIES? DOESN’T IT
GIVE
YOU
FREEDOM
UNDREAMPT
OF IN THIS MATTER OF EMOTIONAL
LIE PERPETRATED
UPON YOU? YOU
CAN NOW SPEAK RIGHT OUT
AND STAND UP FOR YOUR
OWN
CONSTITUTION
FOR
THE KHAZARIANS
ARE INHAVE
FILTRATED
AND
TAKEN
OVER
YOUR
GOVERNMENT
AND YOUR
NATION--WHILE
TAXING
THE
ENTIRE PLANET!
NOW THAT
YOU
UNDERSTAND
THAT
YOU
ARE
STRUGGLING
AGAINST ALIEN KHAZARIANS
OF MONGOL,
RUSSIAN AND
NORDIC LINEAGE
AND NOT
THOSE BEAUTIFUL
JUDEANSRE-DON’T
YOU
FEEL
FRESHED
AND
INVIGORATED?
STOP PLAYING THE
ADVERSARY’S
GAME
AND
UTILIZING
LABELS
HE HAS
CHOSEN
TO RENDER
YOU
HELPLESS--CALL
THE
BASTARD BY HIS OWN NAME-KHAZAR!
CALL THAT PLACE
STOLEN AND EVIL GOVERNMENT SET FORTH
IN THE
NAME OF GOD’S ADVERSARY
FROM THE ARABS, THEREIN-BY
ITS
PROPER
LABEL-KHAZAR!
IT HAS NOTHING
TO DO WITH
JUDEA
NOR
JUDEANS.

To justify and further the programs
and aims of Khazar is the primary
mission of the ADL. The organization is, of course, at one with the
B’nai B’rith, with its large and
highly manageable and influential
system of professional lodges. Especially significant are those lodges
made up of highly placed people in
the advertising, publishing, entertainment, and news fields. It works
in alliance with other groups that
comprise the Khazarian lobby--such
as the American “Jewish” Committee
Washington
repwhose
resentative, Hyman Bookbinder (in
1981), boasted in a public speech of
.
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In this new light of understanding
that you can call a skunk a rose--but
its stripes and smell will tell you
that it is certainly NOT A ROSE.are
Khazarians,
-and
neith&
Judeans.
They
are
MRN’s
(MONGOLS,
RUSSIANS,
NORDICS).
No offense intended
unto any of those lovely people.
The Khazars were warriors and
came and took that which they
& 12

wanted and destroyed its integrity
through
rape, pillage, plunder-murder and deceit. They are from
the line of ANTI-GOD himself and
if I were at present, going about
telling of any identification
with
that Khazar group; I would certainly stop advertising
it so blatantly--for the skunk still stinks if he
spreads his musk about. So be it. I
hope I have given cause for you
ones to “see” and “understand” that
which which WE REALLY DEAL
so that we can move on and get
some things turned about and back
into the control of you-the-people
and away from your deadly enemy-the Khazars.
SOPHISTICATED
INTIMIDATION
Something to think about: suppose
you are an American caucasion of
pale features that you call “typical
American” and you speak no language other than, say, southern
Texan. Now you go to the village of
Hi Peng in central China and announce that you are here to form a
nation and that you are Chinese-yes, I’m sure you know that which
would happen!
Isn’t it time you
stopped the nit-wit game of the deceived and enter into the world of
truth? I honor you for perception
in clarity.
As contrasted
to the
“Jewish (Khazar) Defense League”
(JDL) which uses physical intimidation and overt violence while literally parading
the Israeli flag
within your country the ADL deals
primarily in propaganda and moral,
political, and financial intimidation.
It instigates, coordinates,
places,
and often writes, on behalf of Is (oops) Khazar the avalanche
of
slanted
news stories,
editorials,
magazine articles, television propoliticians’
grams,
cartoons,
speeches,
entries
in
the
“Congressional
Record”,
letters,
and even motion pictures and novels, which--particularly
at the time
of some Khazarian crisis or extensive Khazarian demand on American leaders and taxpayers--smothers the United States.

Once a rock has been started
rolling downhill, one does not have
to keep prodding it or the others it
picks up along the way: People
know what is expected of them. If
they
do
not,
they
will
be
“sensitized”, or even “tenderized”.
Even the standup comic knows that
to defy the party line would be professional suicide. Toward the end
of the 1960’s the ADL and its cohorts accused
Poland
of “antiSemitic” acts (see, for example, entry by the ADL’s congressman,
Joshua Eilberg, in the July 16, 1968
“Congressional
Record”.)
and lo,
within days the insulting “Polish
joke” was birthed, pounding home
month after month the alleged stupidity of the Polish people who up
to then had been treated as heroic
defenders of freedom. In such ways
American attitudes are, molded to
the benefit of Khazar and to the
detriment of any group on Khazar’s
hit list.

tally changing the truth
tory.(Balance
of message
“computer tampering)
3/28/91
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HATONN

_CONTINUATION
You ones need to be aware that the
prior document was all but lost to
the electronic
attack upon my
scribe and the equipment.
I am
going to make this addition and
then I ask that my scribe be gotten
out of the vicinity so that we can do
a bit of “housecleaning”.
I remind
you precious ones that when “the
beast” is cornered and uncovered
for the world to see--he fights in the
only ways allowed to him--through
impact on the material and the beings involved. Truth is very painful
to the criminal and now God has
given you the Truth which changes
the entire scenario of perception of
you of the planet. The information
is as old as the beginning and as
new as the unwrapping of the deceit. However, you now have the
tools with which to render the beast
impotent.
You call him by his
Earth label, Khazar. You separate
him into his heritage
of stolen
bloodline for there is nothing of
Judean about the evil demon. All
you have to do as a people to begin
to regain your freedom and nation
and then, world, is to call this beast
by his name and set thl record to
straight and you reduce all his
shams, deceit--his very platform of
action--from his arsenal.

The inconvenient
fact that what
helps Khazar usually hurts the
United States’ is handled by the
ADL and similar organizations
by
the technique, proof of the intent of
which is available in numerous
publicly distributed
recordings
of
their meetings, of trying to make
Khazar interests appear identical to
the interests of the United States
and attractive to the American people. “We are a minority too small
to have our desired effect without
the help of many others,” is stated
the reasoning by the Khazarians
who stole the heritage of Judea.
Do you see, it is exactly the same as
labeling Judas about the identity of
the man who betrayed
the one
By careful
called by you, Jesus.
misinformation,
the one who betrayed Esu was identified for history
as Judas Iscarioth when actually the
guilty party was one, Juda Iharioth,
the son of a Pharisee (and you all
know about
the Pharisees)
in
Later the translators
Jerusalem.
gave further intentional confusion
(for they ‘knew “Judas Iscarioth”
was incorrect and therefore
came
up with “Judas Iscariot”, thereby to‘,

of hislost to

Doesn’t it become far easier to understand the REAL situation when
I say to you: “The Khazars from
Khazar, in the camouflaged planes
taken from the U.S. under deceitful
cover of the worst terrorists in the
world, were allowed to bomb into
oblivion, the towns and people of
Iraq--while you stood guard and ran
the get-away car?” Ah, but ‘twas
not you, was it? It was the functioning mechanism of the Khazars
which had already taken your government and military, media and
You are NOT antimind-set.
#ll
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Judean--you may (I hope) be antiKhazarian (against the very antiChrist). You are the S(h)emite so
therefore, you who speak out CANNOT BE ANTI-S(H)EMITIC!
I want you to revel in that which I
can witness and you have not yet
The pulses
the ability to see.
against my scribe and this place are
incredible and the more poured in
the more we must “counter” and
neutralize so that the air is nothing
but noise and chaos.
Every line
from the surveillance offices are in
use--TELLING
THE WONDERFUL NEWS!
THE KHAZARS
HAVE
BEEN
UNCOVERED!
This does not sit well with those
who are the Khazars working in
disguise and yet, the lid is off the
bottle. Rejoice--not for that which
you thought to be Easter Resurrection--for what is resurrected herein
this Easter--is TRUTH and revelation of the anti-Christ and his mongrel tribes!
You who considered
yourselves to be one of the group
calling yourselves by the conjured
label of “Jew” as set forth to ensnare you in the late 1700’s A.D., I
suggest you take a second look at
that which you serve within the lie
and take careful consideration
to
your intended
fate and demise.
And you, of Judean lineage--wake
up, for your annihilation is planned
by these Khazarians
who have
stolen from Palestine, annihilated
your brothers in Germany and now
fully plan to sacrifice you on the altar of riot and bigotry in order to
keep
the
nations
in
unrest.
TRUTH
WILL SET YOU INTO
FREEDOM IF YOU WILL BUT
RECEIVE OF IT!
Well, how will you know how it
goes if in fact, all is controlled by
those Khazars? Because if you are
anti-Khazar you cannot very well be
anti-“Jew” can you?
IF, THENx
YOUARE REFUSED HEARING OR
PUBLICATION
AT THE HANDS
OF THE CONTROLLERS--THEN
THEY HAVE JUST TOLD YOU
THE TRUTH OF IT--THEY HAVE
REVEALED
AND
CONFIRMED

THATWHICHIHAVELAIDBARE
FOR YOUR REKIEW!
TO CLAIM
ABUSE AND BIGOTRY AGAINST
YOU THEY HAKE TO REVEAL
THE TRUTH OF THEIR BEINGNESS AS RIIAZARS-IT
IS A FINE
LITTLE GAME OF THEIR OWN
MAKING! How could you possibly
be speaking about any people of
God’s Judea if you are speaking
about a warring tribe who stole
from other nations everywhere they
went upon your planet? How can
you be “anti-Judean” if you are
speaking
of
Mongol/Russian/Nordic
tribes who bear
no Arabic or Judean blood whatsoever? If you go onto the radio or
television speaking out against the
Khazars, would you not be patriotic? Truly patriotic? If you speak
out against the Khazars rewriting
your Constitution
and enslaving
your nation--are you not truly patriotic unto the United States of
America and the brotherhood
of
Earth?
Are you not UNPATRIOTIC if you DO NOT SPEAK
OUT
THE
AGAINST
KHAZARS?
WHO COMMITS
TREASON?
IS IT NOT THE
ONE WHO TAKES AND OVERTHROWS THE GOVERNMENT
OF A NATION?
PONDER THIS
MOST INTENTLY
FOR YOU
HAVE “BEEN HAD” BY THE
MOST
CLEVER
DECEIVER
EVER
ON PLANET
EARTH-JUST AS YOU WERE TOLD IT
WOULD BE--RIGHT DOWN TO
LOCATIONS,
TIMES
AND
SIGNS. SO BE IT.

registration statements with the Attorney General, to file copies of all
political propaganda (however disguised or sugar-coated), and to label all such propaganda conspicuously, and to keep and reveal
records of their activities.
“Political propaganda” is defined by
the
include
act
to
any
“communication
or expression by
any person...which
is reasonably
adapted to, or which the person disseminating the same beliefs will, or
which he intends to, prevail upon,
indoctrinate, induce, or in any other
way influence a recipient or any
section of the public within the
United States with reference to the
political or public interests, policies, or relations of a government
of a foreign country or a foreign
political party or with reference to
the foreign policies of the United
States....” Sub:6ll(i).
The same rules apply to “political
which
in any way
activities”
“influence any agency or official of
the Government
of the United
States or any section of the public
within the United States with reference to formulating,
adopting, or
changing the domestic or foreign
policies of the United States or with
reference to the political or public
interests, policies, or relations of a
government of a foreign muntry or
political
party”
foreign
:ub:6ll(o).

The Foreign Agents Registration
Act is designed to include anyone
“who directly or through any other
person” carries on such activities
and who acts as an agent, representative or “in any other capacity”
at the order, request, or under the
direction or control, or under the
direct or indirect supervision, direction, control or subsidization of
a foreign prmcipal Sub:6ll(c)(l).
A “foreign principal” includes not
only a foreign government but also a
foreign political party, any person outside of the United States, and any foreign corporation, association, or other
organization Sub:6ll(b).

Dharma, allow us to write just a bit
more so you can get a better vision
of what we say in this newly lighted
concept and then we will carry on
farther at the next penning.
FOREIGN AGENTS
REGISTRATION
ACT
The Foreign Agents Registration
Act, Title 22 U.S. Code sub:611 et
seq., provides criminal penalties for
failure of propagandists and other
active in your country on behalf of
foreigners
to file highly detailed
15
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Them is absolutely no doubt that the
ADL is operating in criminal violation of the Foreign Agents Registmtion
Act; that its foreign principaLr include
the government of Khazur and its
subdivisions, numerous Khuzur Elitist
(Zionist) groups such as the World
Zionist (Ekist) Organization (WZO)
and the Jewish (Man)
Agemy,
the Jewish
(Man)
Defense
League
(JDL),
etc., and their
findraising (taajk) bmnches within
the United States; and that the ADL
works in complicity with large numbers of equally g&y parties in the
American communications media and
the political a~~nu.
It is the job of the U.S. Department
of Justice (except that the Judicial
Branch of your system is also infiltrated and headed up by illegal
Khazars) to enforce the Foreign
Agents Registration Act. (Title 50,
sub 851-858 contains
additional
provisions for registration
of foreign agents with the Attorney General--(also
a Khazarian).
These
sections are applicable to “every
person” who has knowledge of espionage, tactics or terrorism of a government of a foreign country...” It
stretches the imagination to assume
that ADL officers are NOT fully
aware of the activities of the terrorist organization
known as the
Jewish (Khazar)Defense
League,
an open agent of Israel (Khazar)
which
provocatively
flies
the
Khazar flag--and totally defiles the
Star of David. No one can miss the
perfect orchestration
of ADL and
JDL activities. It is commonly believed that both agencies are manipulated by the efficient Khazarian
espionage and terrorist
arm, the
Mossad but, while the department
has exerted itself ordering American Protestant ministers to register
as foreign agents because they arranged preaching and a few other
public appearances
for some clergymen of the “Christian League of
Africa,
(Washington
Southern
Weekly, Oct. 5, 1978), it has been
curiously paralyzed when it comes
to pursuing the ADL and its huge
network of coordinated
Khazarian

agents. These ones, in addition to
everything else, have lied on their
passports about name, rank, serial
number and nationality. What does
this say about your government
who has aided and abetted these
criminals who are now in place to
overthrow the government
of the
United States of America and enslave the population thereof?
Obviously NONE DARE CALL IT
TREASON.
Documentation
is easy to come by-it is sticking out all over the media
presentations
and controlled press
but it is all but impossible to encompass its scope in a paper such
as this, but at the next writing I will
set forth examples (prior to the
1980’s and a few current reminders
already spoken of) for your research facilitation.
At this point,
however, I must get my scribe out
of this setting for it is too dangerous to leave her longer at risk.
Thank you for your thoughtful attention. I trust we are coming into
some clarification
of facts versus
fiction as you have been fed upon.
In love beyond expression, we of
the Hosts stand ready to assist in
any way we might--for you to regain
your birthright--be
ye Judean or
whatever!
It is time the enemy
ceases to win this “war’‘--let us lay
down the stones which have no
meaning whatsoever, join hands in
brotherhood
against that which devours worlds and simply stand
strong in the TRUTH for the evil
cannot survive in the Light of
Truth. Salu.

you must act for the safety of all,
not just self. Salu.
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Hatonn to stand-by, please.
Thank you, Dharma, and my crew
for getting this to the people as
quickly as you can. Oberli, give a
rough (for I want you to depart this
place immediately) into GG’s hands
and allow someone else to put it to
format.
It needs some circulation
today--but not by you, son, for you
too are at open risk in this place.
Once you depart there is no longer
danger to the place nor the people
remaining--it is personal attack and
.
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